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Abstract: When private data content is stored in databases that are under the control of others, a formal way to protect 

the data, is to encrypt the data before storing in the database. To retrieve the data efficiently, a search mechanism is 

needed that works over the encrypted data an encryption scheme where each authorized user in the system has user own 

private keys to encrypt and decrypt data. The method  supports keyword search which enables the server to return only 

the encrypted data that satisfies an encrypted query with decrypting itat client side. For strong authentication we are 

implementing the AES 128 with 16 bit algorithm is implemented. We can deploy this system on the cloud server. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud storage services, information outsourcing and 

sharing have become ever-present in our life. For example, 

a user can store data at Dropbox and share them with user 

friends, in the mean time she may also have access to user 

friends’ data. Due to the private of personal data, there is 

an inherent need for a user to selectively share user data 

with different receivers. In this  a user can set  the  access 

control policies and then trust on the cloud server  to 

enforce them. Unfortunately, this approach is not realistic 

due to two causes. One is that the users have no means to 

prevent the server from accessing their data. The other is 

that, even if the server is busy, it may also be forced to 

share users’ data with other parties. We  formulate MPSE 

and its security properties and then to provide a scalable 

and secure construction. As our Projects main purpose is 

to provide high security to our clients we have implement  

the AES128 and also used SHA256 algorithm.Revocation 

is the concept that we have implemented in our project 

which hacks the access control from particular untrusted 

user and  SMS API is the concept used for the OTP(one 

time password)which gives the opt through the message 

on mobile and also on Gmail. It is implements on the 

private cloud and public cloud. 

 

II. ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Fig.1 Architecture 

 

 

Encryption: 

The uploaded document can encrypt and stored at the 

storage server. Otherwise it is visible by all other users. 

This encryption can be done using the symmetric key 

algorithm AES.The encryption key can be generated from 

hash algorithm. 

 

Searching: 

Searchingcanbedonebyusingthresholdvalueofkeywordorke

ywords. This checksum conversion based on CSCO 

algorithm. Every word in a document converts to 

checksum after uploading it to the server. Thenthis 

checksum-word list shared with users. The users who want 

to search send checksum of corresponding keyword. Then 

the document with highest rank i.e. with highest threshold 

value cansend back to the user. One of the im 

Decryption: is also done using the inverse form of AES 

algorithm. Use cipher text and the public key as the inputs 

to AES but use the keys are in reverse order. That is, use 

K16 on the first iteration, K15 on the second until K1 

which is used on the16th and last iteration. Decryption is 

done only when the private key is match with the public 

key.These keys distributed by the key server only if the 

corresponding user has the permission to access it. 

 

III. ALGORITHM 
 

1. AES 128 

Step1 :Generate user m1 ID; Set of users m1s attribute � 

> Domain B; 

element checks in Domain manager; 

Step2: Now, Generate Random Value[unique] attribute = 

ran; 

Here we generate random value  having unique attribute 

Step3:Generate Random value [ user ] = r; 

Here random value generation for particular user 

Step4:Secret key= (ran +r).user m1s ID; 

Secret key is the collection of two random values which 

are having unique attribute and unique user. 
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Step5:Encrypting user data along with ID  

Each user have its own ID for his encrypted data. 

Step6:Encrypt ( user ID. (rab+r)+data)  

Encrypt that particular ID 

Step7:Decrypting user data n long with  

ID Decrypt the data with its ID 

Step8:Decrypt ( user ID. (ran+r)+data)  

Decrypt the user ID with its data and random values. 

 

2. SHA256 

Information: string required to ascertain the SHA score. 

Yield: SHA score of string 

Step 1: Padded with the length in such way that the 

outcome is numerous inleast 512 piece long.Pad the 

message in the usual way: suppose the length of the 

message M,in bits is lapped the 1 at the end of the 

message. 

Step 2: Parse into 512 piece message squares M(1),M(2.. 

M(n) the messagesquare can prepare at one time.Parse the 

message intoN 512bit blocks M(1),M(2.. M(n).We use the 

big Endeansolution, so within each32bit word, the left 

most bit is stored in most significant bit position.utilizing 

the beginning hash values H(0). 

Step 3: Then process the succession 

H(i) = H(i1)+ CM(i) (H(i1)); 

Step 4: give back the H(i) SHA score of given string. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

Below graph shows the how much time required 

milliseconds for proposed as well as existing cryptography 

technique. 

 

 
System Performance with Existing Approach 

 

 
System searching Performance with Existing Approach 

As Above graph shows measure the search times with 

various sized databases. Here used databases containing 

100,000 keywords and 1,000,000 keywords. The results 

are shown in below figure. The new scheme requires less 

time for keyword searching than the old MPSE scheme 

time required in seconds. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The generated   new primitive, namely AES encryption , 

for enabling users to selectively authorize each other to 

share in their encrypted data. In the formulationof system, 

we assume that authorization is granted on high level, 

namely for each ofuser which authorize to access ,search 

and revoke for the user data. 
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